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Abstract

The mission adaptive wing (MAW) consisted of

leading- and trailing-edge variable-camber surfaces

that could be deflected in flight to provide a near-ideal

wing carnber shape for any flight condition. These sur-

faces featured smooth, flexible upper surfaces and fully
enclosed lower surfaces, distingadshing them from con-

ventional flaps that have discontirmous surfaces and

exposed or semiexposed mechanisms. Camber shape

was controlled by either a manual or automatic Ilight
control system. The wing arm aircraft were extensively
instrumented to evaluate the local Ilow characteristics

and the total aircraft performance. This paper dis-

cusses the interrelationships between the wing pres-

sure, buftet, boundary-layer and flight deflection rr,ca-

surcment system analyses and describes the flight ma-
neuvers used to obtain the data. The results are for

a wing sweep of 26 °, a Math number of 0.85, leading-

and trailing-edge cambers (SLE/'mc) of (I/2 arm 5/10,
and angles of attack from 3.0 ° to 1/1.0°. l'br the well-

behaved flow of the 6LlC/'rt.: = 0/2 camber, a typical
cruise camber shape, the local arm global data arc in

good agreement with respect to the flow properties of

the wing. For the (SLE/Tf.: = 5/1(/ camber, a rr,aneu-
vering camber shape, the local arid global data have.

similar trends arm conclusions, but not the clear-cut

agreement observed for cruise calflber.

Nomenclature

Refe.rence values in brackets, [], based on a trape-

zoidal planform at a leading-edge sweepback angle of

26 ° scaled up, from Hcf. 17.
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normal acceleration at center of gravity, g

norrnal ac(:eleration al cockpit, g

normal accelerati(m at horizontal tail, g

normal acceleration at wingtip, g

buffet intensity rise

wing span, ft [56.55 ft]

airplane normal-force (:()efficient,

(a_<_ W)/q_S

pressure coefficient, (p - p_ ) / qoo

pressure cocfticient on wing upper-surface at

x/c = 0.96

streamwise, h)cal chord, ft

mean gcomelric chord, ft, S/b [11.0 ft]

nlean aerodynami(: chord, ft, 2/S jo/2 c 2 dy

[11.2 ft]

section norrnal-tbrce coelticient, f_ ACpdz/c

flight deflection measurment system

mission adaptive wing

free-stream Math number

pulse cod(: modulation

local wing surface static pressure, lb/ft _

free-stream static t)ressure, lb/ft 2

free-stream dynamic pressure, lb/ft 2

root mean square

wing reference area, ft _ [622.0 ft 2]

transonic aircraft technology

local flow velocity in the boundary layer,
ft/sec

local tlow velocity at Y = 5 in., ft/sec

airplane weight, lb



:c/c

O_T

;3

&a

local streamwise coordirmtc Orom wing

leading edge), ft

fraction of local st rcamwise chord

perpendicular dislarlce above upper wing

surface: in.

spanwise coordinale, ft

indicat.ed angle of attack corrected to wing

reference plane, deg

wing reference angle of attack (c_ + _ct), deg

aircraft angle of sideslip, deg

correction for pitching moment and upwash

effects

leading- and trailing-edge camber deflection,

deg

orifice row semispan locations, 29/b

rlrlS of bult\_'l cornt>onen[ of normal

acceleraliotl_ g

Introduction

A wing configuration thai would allow smooth cam-

bcr changes throughout the [light envelope can pro-

vide additional aerodynamic performance at all flight

conditions. Variable camber alone has [)een a proven

concept Ibr enh:mcing maneuvera'bility for nearly all

ltight conditions. 1 On airplanes such as the 1:-16

and 1"-18 aircraft the v'xriable camber is achieved

through discrete flap positions. Better perlbrn,arlce

can be achieved with smooth variabh_ camber, l)e-

sign studies 2,3 to develop a smooth, variable camber

supe.rcritical wing resulted in the mission adaptive wing

(MAW). The MAW consisted of leading- arid trailing-

edge variaMe-cambcr surfaces l]'l,'tI c,'ln [)e deflected in

flight to provide, a near-ideal wing camber shape for any

flight condition. These variabh;-cambcr surfaces fea-

tured smooth, flexible upper surfaces arid fully enclosed

lower surfaces, distinguishing Lhcm from conve.ntiormt

flaps that have discontinuous surfaces and exposed or

sem iexp(_scd rrtechanisrns. The camber sl'uq)e was COil

trolled by either a manual or aut(ml:ttic flight conlrol

syst,errl/I

l'he wing arm lhe aircraft were extensively

illSlrumented 5'6 to evalllale l}le ',mrodvnanlic perfor-

Irlarlce of t}le MA\V. ]nstrulrP,._nlaliorl located on

the MAW included orifices Ior surface press(ires, a

boundary-layer rake, a flight deflection measureme.nt

svsl.em (FI)MS), winglip accelcrometers, st.rain gages,

and control l_osition lr:msducers.

Results from the MAW Program were summarized

at the final syrrlposiurrl held :11 the NASA l)ryden

Flight l{cscarch F'acility in April 1989. 7 Aerodynamic

characteristics and performance evaluations, for exam-

ple wing pressure, buffet, and lift and drag test re-

suits, also have been discussed in separate subdisci-

pline reports, s- 11 The data indicate lhat the advanced

lighter technoh_gy integration (AFTI)/F-111 MAW air-

craft had signilicantly improved aerodynamic charac-

teristi(-s, compared to the the basic 1" 111A and tran-

sonic aircraft technology (TACT) designs.

This paper provides a correlation of the rnultidis-

ciplines, showing how the interrelationships from the

wing pressure, buffet, boundary-layer and FI)MS anal-

yses strengthen and support each other. Also included

are descriptions of the flight, maneuvers used to oblain

the data. The results are for a wing sweep of 26 ° , a

Mach nurnber of (1.85, h.'ading- and trailing-edge cam-

bers (6LI.:/TI-.:) of 0/2 and 5/10, arm angles of attack

from 3.0 ° to l 4.0 °. The data presented are for dynarnic

pressures of 300 and 600 lb/ft 2 with the rnajority of the

data shown bcir:g at 300 Ib/ft 2.

Background

The last, research program conducted on the

AF'TI/F-111 research aircraft was the testing of the

MAW concept. The AFTI/F-Ill MAW aircraft was

initially an F-IllA airplane, which was modified for

use in the F-111 TACT Progrant.]2,1a The original de-

sign of the F- 111 aircraft used a variable-sweep wing to

increase the number of optirnurn flight conditions. The

TACT Program combined a supercritical airfoil la with

planform arid twist changes to improve transonic cruise

ail(] manellver pcrforlrlan(-e relative to t]'le conventional

F-Ill wing. is,16 The MA\V Program used a smooth,

wtriable-camber supercritical wing to provide high lev-

(.'Is of aerodynamic elticiency over a range of subsonic,

transonic, and supersonic flight conditions. Previous

supercritical wing designs tende.d toward a fixed ge-

ometry shape that was a compromise for specific mis-

sion requirements. The MAW minimized penalties for

off-design Ilight conditions through the combination of

smooth-skin variable camber and variable sweep.

Maintaining an ellicient airibil shape by the use of

camber settings was one of the basic design goals. The

flight program provided adeqlla(,e instrumentation to

allow cvaluati,m _[ this complex design.

Correlation o1 the bulfet characteristics with the

wing pressure distributions adds to the technical in-

terpretation of the data. Boundary-layer data at the

wing trailing edge support the buffe( and pressure data

with re.spect to separation. The wing deflection data

provide a wing delinition with load factor and angle of

attack. The resulting in-flight deflections supplement

the wing pressure d_tta.



Description of Airplane and Wing

The AI"TI/F Ill MAW airplane and the camber

shape of the wing are shown in Fig. 1. The airplane was

initially art 1,'-111 airplane with the wings replace.d for

Lhe TACT/F- l l l Program.12 The TACT wing, except

for the wing box, was subsequently replaced with the

MAW. Moditieations is were made to the TACT wing

planR_rm to accommodate installation of the smooth-

skin leading- and trailing-edge, variable-camber sys-

tems. The wing design coordinates at a 26 ° wing sweep

for the 1-g cruise MAW with 61.E/TI c = 0/2, and the

wing-splash coordinates at orifice row semispan loca-

tion (r/) = 0.76 and gStA.:/T, c = 0/2 are given in I{ef. 19.

Selected MAW design coordinates and the correspond-

ing coordinates from the 1/12-scale wind-turmcl model

are compared in l{cf. 20. Tbe variable-camber h.'ading-

and t,railing-edge surfaces of tit(: MAW arc illustrated

in Fig. l(b). Note that tit(; posilivc direction is down.

Instrumentation

Wing Pressure Orifices

For this study, tit(: pressure instrumemati(m was lo-

cated on the right wing of the AFTI/F-111 airph.me

(scc Fig. 2(at). A detailed discussion of the static

pressure irtstzumerllatirm is found in lie(. 21. There

were 152 [lush-surlace static pressure oriIiees located

on the upper arm lower surf:tees in four ehordwise rows

aligned with the free-stream airflow at a leading-edgc

sweepback angle of 26 ° . Tim pressure orifices were

spaced so that the closest spacing was in the, mid-

section of the upper wing surface. The num!)er of

upper art(] lower orifices at e.ach semispan station is

presented in Fig. 2(at. Nine of the 10 pressure trans-

ducer boxes were located inside the flexible leading-

and trailing-edge flap surfaces. This required connect-

trig the lc.ading- and trailing-e.dge, surfaces with a [lexi-

ble fluorosilicon tubing (0.07-in. inside diameter). The

orifices located on the stir(ace of the wing box were con-

nected by stainless steel tubing (0.12-in. inside diarne-

ter). In most cases the ]cngtl'l of tile presstlre lines from

the orilices to the' transducers was l irnited to less than

5 ft, thus pressure lag elfects were minim ized. More de-

tails about the pressure oritices can bc found in l/.ef. 19.

Buffet Acceleroineters

Figure 2(at shows tit(.' right wingtip Iota(torts for the

high frequency n+)rmal ac(:eleromcters used in the buf-

fet analysis. The locations for the cockpit, left+ wirtgtip

and horizontal tail accelerotncters arc given in l{ef. 9.

The accelerometers used orfly for the high-frequency

arlalysis were tiltered in the airplane instrumentatitm

package to renlovc tile ]ow-l're(lucncy lnaneuvcr (;Ol[i-

ponent (for exatnph.', tit(: winglip arid horizorltal tail

normal acceleromelers, ar, w._ artd a,_,,._, respectively).

Other acceleronteters (such as the cockpit accelerome-

ter, a_,_**,,) were tillered durirtg tit(.' data analysis after

tit(.' flight. Stability and control parameters and surface

position indicators were also used in the buff'e( analysis.

Boundary-Layer tl.ake

The "12-probe" boundary-layer rake was installed

on the upper wing surface at r/= 0.76 (see Fig. 2(at).

The leading edge of the center probes was at z/c

0.96, where a: is the streamwise coordinate and c is the

streamwise local chord. Three impact pressures were

measured at each probe height. For 3 flights, 3t upper

surface oriti('e transducers from rows _1 = 0.76 and 0.59

and 5 spare wing transducers were connected instead to

the boundary-layer rake shown in Fig. 2(b). Local flow

direction was calculated using the pressures from the

two side probes (cut at 45 °) and the calibration tech-

nique described in Re(. 22. Because of transducer prob-

lems, the pressures at the perpendicular distance above

the upper wing surface. (Y) = 0.03 in. and 4.47 in. (see

Fig. 2(b)) were not rrteasured.

Flight Deflection Measurement System

The electro-optical I,'I)MS used in this study 6 was

an update(t version of a system used previously. 23'24

The MAW 1.'I)MS consisted of a control unit, a re-

ceiver, a target driver, and 13 infrared light-emitting

diode targets (Fig. 2((:)). The targe.ts were mounted on

points of structural interest on the lower surface of the

left wing. The receiver was mounted behind a window

panel in the left side of the fuselage below Lira wing.

l,¥om Lhis receiver location all targets could be viewed

for all camber settings when tit(', wing was swept to 26 °.

The control unit and target driver were mounted on the

right-hand instrunmntation pallet located in what had

been the weapons bay.

The FI)MS corlt rol unit used the end-of-frame pulse

from the pulse code moduhition (PCM) system as a

synchronization signal. The corttrol unit would com-

ntand the target driver to momcntarily energize each

target in order. Prior to the illumination of each tar-

get the control unit would initiate a sequence within

the receiver. This sequence involved clearing its linear

diode array, scanning the array to sample the back-

ground light signature and then scanning again with

the target on. This process was necessary to accom-

plish the automatic background light compensation.

The background light signal was used to modify the

target light signal to irnprove system operating range

and tolerance of ambient light. Each target data sam-

plc was transferred to tit('. PCM syste.m as two l O-bit

digital words. ()tie word contained target identification

and error messages, whih', the other carried the target

position data. R.cfercnces (i and 25 provide more com-

prehensive infortnatiort (in tit(.' FI)MS.



Aircraft Measurements

l_ee-streamflightparam(;ters,Ma(:hnumber(Moo),
static pressure(p_o),dynamicpressure(q_o),and
angleof attack (a, (_7")and angle,of sideslipt/t)
weremeasuredandderivedfromsensorsinstalledon
theAFTI/F-111airdataboon(. Mathnumberdata
fromamoditiedMA-1typeuncompensatedpitot-static
probe26werecorrectedfor positionerror.Angleofat,-
tackandangleofsideslipweremeasuredusingaflight-
pathacceterometervanesystem.2r Angleof attackis
referencedto thewingreferenceplaneforconsistency
with thewind-turmcldata. Ik'(.'ausethenoseboomis
canted2.5°-downrelativetothevehiclebodyaxis,and
the MA\Vis setto an angle 1.()%up relative to the

vehicle body axis, a ',{.5 ° correction was a(ided to the

indicated vane angle of attack 1o obtain the indicated

angle of attack (o,). This angle of attack was corrected

for pitching mornent and ut)w_ksh eIfects 10 to obtain

(xT'. This corrected angle of at.lack was used for the

wing pressure data analysis.

All the instrurnented parameters were recorded dig-

itally on an airborne PCM system. The PCM system

had a sampling rate of 20 to 800 samples/sec. Each

wing surface and boundary-layer pressure was sampled

at. 20 samples/see, l.ach high-frequency accelerometer

used for the buth;t study was Iow-passIfiltered on the

airplane at 16(} Ilz. The system sampling rate for the

FI)MS data channel was 2(1(1 sarnl)les/sec. This lrleans

that with the 13 FI)MS targets installed and 3 spar(.'

channels, e:_ch target was sampled 12.5 times a second.

Analysis Techniques

Pressure Data

The (tala used Ibr Ihc surface and boundary-layer

pressures were chosen from stabilized and quasi-

stabilized flight conditiorls to rninitnize concerns about

pressure and I)CM sampling lag. When selecting data

for analysis, tnaximum d('.viations from the desired

flight conditions for Mo_ and (i?- were 0.01 and 0.25 °,

respectively. For the boundary l_o_cr data, the Math

number and velocity calculations used the assumptions

(1) that the local static pressure was constant through

the boundary layer and (2) that total temperature was

constant through the boundary layer and equal to the

free-strearrl vahle. The ]o(:al slati(: pressure was tile

surface stati(: pressllre at cc'/c = 0.96 ((tircctly ahead of

the rake).

FDMS Data

The dala.used lk_r the. FlY YAS analysis we.re from left-

han(t turns, since this [lleant the left wing w_Ls down

and looking at a darkened background ((lark corn-

pared to the sky). The l(:tl-hand turn also avoided

inchMing the Sun in the background, eXlt, hough not

necessary, this provided an optimum working environ-

men( for the optical measurement system. Most of the

data were obtained for stabilized or quasi-stabilized

times be(:ause of concerns that spurious signals from

the FI)MS could possibly affect the high-frequency re-

sponse instrumentation.

Buffet Data

The buffet analysis primarily consists of determining

the root mean square (rms) value of the buffet accelera-

tions for increasing angles of attack. The low-frequency

maneuver components for the wingtip accelerometer

art; tiltered in the airplane, instrumentation package,

leaving only the high-frequency n_ponse. The rms

values and power spectral density estimates were then

computed. The lluctuating accelerations were analyzed

for continuous 1-see time segments (luring periods of

increasing angle of attack. The rms value of the accel-

erations for each ('ontinuous time segment are shown as

bulfet loads in the data tigures. Power spectral density,

techniques indicate the power and frequency distribu-

tion of the buffet parameters. The natural frequencies

of the primary structure for the wing and the frequen-

cies obtained from the wingtip accelerometer analysis

showed good agreement. This agreement lends confi-

(tence in the instrumentation installation and analysis

t echniqu(_s (see l{ef. 28).

The buitk.'l imcnsity rise was defined as the point

where the rms buffe( component of normal accelera-

tion (o=,,_.,) begins to increase rapidly, with respect

to increasing airplane normal-force coefficient (CN,)

(knee of CXA its a flmction of er_,_w._, curve). This is
discussed in a later section.

Test Points

Flight data presented in this paper are for a Math

rmrnber of [).85 and a 3.0 ° to 14.(1 ° angle-of-attack

range. I_ee-slrcarn dynandc pressures were 300 and

600 lh/f't 2, with most of the data being for 300 lb/ft 2.

In most cases, data were selected for analysis for an-

gles of sideslip near 0 °. Flight Reynolds number was

approximately 2.3 x 106 ft -I (26 x 106 based on the

mean aerodynamic chord (CMAC) = 11.2 It).

Test Maneuvers

The divers(.' nature of the research objectives in this

flight lest t)rogram resulted in the use of several types of

llight maneuvers. Wing pressures and boundary-layer

prolilcs required slow controlled windup turns to mini-

rnize concerns regarding pressure and PCM system lag.

Th(." aircraft would be stabilized at the desired Math

number and altitude before entering the windup turn.

l)uring an ideal slow windup turn, the aircraft was sta-

bilized for a few seconds or longer at each desired Mach

number and angh.'-of-attack combination. Because of



thrustlimitior,s,it wrL_not possibleto holdaltitude
andMath rmrrlberconstan!at the higheranglesof
attack(>.8.0°) and/orflapsettings.\,Vindupturns
performedfor bill[eL and loads measurements were at

a highe.r turn rate because aece]e.rometers and strain

gages were not susceptible to pressure lag. The FDMS

data were obtained during the. pressure rnarleuvers to

correlate the I'I)MS arm pressure data.

Wing Pressure

I'igure 3 illustrates the slow windup-turn rnarmu-

vet and the response, of one. pressure transducer and

a wingtip aceelerometer, l)uring the initial portion of

this particular marmuver, the pilot was adjusting al-

titude to achieve the desired conditions later in the

maneuw.'r. The initial part of the maneuver was un-

steady in nature, but developed into a sleady turn

culminating at, approximately 80 sec at the maximum

aim angle-of-attack and dynamic pressure wdues, with

the Math nurnbe.r within acceptable limits (see Analy-

sis q_.x:hniques section). The boundary-layer data arm

FI)MS data were gathered using this type of windup

turn. Soon after reaching the desired conditions, the

onset of separation is indicated by the traces for the

wingtip accelerometer arm the trailing-edge presstlre

orifice at a:/c = 0.96 and z/ = 0.93; then the maneuver

is tcrmirmted.

Buffet

Figure 4 illustrates a windup-turn nlarmuver for the

ba.seline conliguration 6LtC/TL = 0/2. This was a typ-

ical windup-turn maneuw.'r used for the buffet evalu-

ation. This maneuver was starled at trim and con-

tinued to rnaxirnun, alfowable angle, of attack. Math

nurnber was held nearly constant and altitude and dy-

rlamic pressure were sacriIiccd where awtilable thrust

was limited. As angle of attack is increased, the.re is a

suddc'n increase in bulrct (time _ 33 sec, t._ _ 10.0°),

known as the buffet interlsity rise (Bll{). This BIlL

for the wingtip is followed by initial bulh:t at the. pi-

lot's station (time _ 3/1 see). Next are tile simultane-

ous onset of wing rock and BIR for the horizontal tail

(time _ 38 see). Buffet characteristics for the MAW

are discussed in more detail in lh:f. 9.

Other Types of Maneuvers

Pushover pullup (I)()I)U) maneuvers were used to

gather data for many of the tests points in the pe.r-

formarme part of the program. This type of maneuver

is usually rapid in nature but will keep the aircraft

near tilt; initial premaneuw:r [light conditions. It. was

generally not possible to pause and hold angle of at-

tack. Another m anetlvcr w_m the ]eve] acceleration used

primarily for performance and evahmlion of the auto-

nlatic control triodes. 4 In addilion, all the disciplines

I1sed data l'rom any suitabh,, nmneuver, mcludirlg the

trim or specilie(t start conditiorls during the setup of

data runs.

Results And Discussion

Span Effects on Pressure Distribution

In Fig. 5, the chordwise pressure coefficient (Cv) dis-

tributions as a function of z/c are shown at the four

semispan stations for Moo = 0.85, %0 _ 300 lb/ft 2,

6t.*C/T*C = 0/2 (baseline camber conliguration), and

for aT = 8.0 ° and 10.0 °. These two angles of attack

were selected to show the elfects of trailing-edge flow

conditions on the pressure profiles. The aT = 8.0 °

data have good presssure, recovery at the trailing edge,

and the midspan profiles are typical of supercritical

airfoils a at or near the wing design conditions. All the

upper surface pressure profiles have a strong negative

pressure peak at the leading edge; however, for the

midspan rows (r I = 0.5, (} and 0.76) for aT = 8.0 ° the

peak is followed by nearly constant Cp plateaus. For

{_W = 8.0° tim C r, profiles "shock down" from approx-

imately z/c _ 0.40 at r/ = 0.93 to z/c _ 0.70 at rl =

0.40. Following the aft shocks, the C' v values indicate

a region of recoml)ression that continues to the trailing

edge. At the. trailing edge., the pressures show good

recovery for all the semispan sl.ations. The C v profiles

for ¢_7" = 10.0_' also show strong leading-edge negative

pressure peaks. The midspan C r, plateaus have dis-

appeared with the movenmnt of the aft shock forward

consequent to the separation of the boundary layer at

the trailing edge. The shading on the trailing edge

of the wing represents an approximate region of sepa-

rated flow determim'.d by analysis of the chordwise Cp

protiles for aT = 10.0 °.

Figure 6 illustrales lhe C' r, proliles for the same

Mach numbe.r and angles of attack as Fig. 5 but for

6t./.;/'vF ---- 5/10. The leading edge camber of 5 ° pro-

duees a rounded leading-edge C r, profile. The midspan

Cp profiles are semitlat, folfowed by aft shock recom-

pression near the trailing-edge-llap line (x/c _ 0.70).

The wingtip row (7/ = 0.93) is similar except for the

large negative pressure area aft of the flap line, fob

fowed by a large secondary velocity peak. As in Fig. 5,

the aft shock has moved toward the leading edge as aT

increased to 10.0 °. The larger trailing edge detleetion

angle and angle, of attack, both 10.0 °, combine to in-

crease, the approximate region of separated flow shown,

which is indicated by the shaded area.

Angle-of-Attack Effects on Aft Shock Location

l'igure 7(a) shows the relationship with _'r of aft

shock location (st:(.' l{ef. 19 for discussion) along row

rI = 0.76 for M_,o = 0.85, qoo _ :{00 Ib/fl 2, arid

6I, I£/TH _--- 0/2. As angle of atlack irlcreases from

6.0 ° to approximately 8.5 °, the h)(:ation moves from



approximately30-perce.ntx/c to approximately 60-

percent x/c. As angle of altack c:orMnues to inc:re_L_e,

the shock location then begins n_oving forward again to

approximately 3O-perecm x/c as (_v" incrc.ases to 11.0 _.

The wirMup-turn time history in Fig. 7(b) illustrates

the effect on the orifice pressures of aft shock moveme.nt

over the upper surface of the wing for the same flight

conctitions shown in Fig. 7(a). In 1.'ig. 7(b), absolute

pressures from six representatiw; locations are shown

plotted as a function of time. One is from a wing off-

rice near the leading-edge area (:r/c = 9 percent), four

are from the midsection (x/c = 37, 47, 56, and 59 per-

cent) and one is near the trailing edge (x/c = 96 per-

cent). As angle of attack increases during the windup

turn, the aft shock moves rearward ovc'r the orilic:es

[k)r the rnidchord pressures and reaches approximately

60-percent z/c, then it retraces its movement lbrward.

The traces in Fig. 7(b) show that as the aft shock moves

rearward, lower orifice pressure is measured in a region

between the strong negative pressure' peak at the wing

le.ading edge and tile aft. shock. The aft shock never

reaches the trailirlg-e.dge orifice (x/," = 96 percent) but

there arc indications of disturbed flow for aT > 9.0 °,

which carl be noted by a high-frequency content in the

pressure traces between I,]'lc aft 5}l()(:k and the trailing

edge. This may result from disturban(:es at the b_L%_ of

the aft sh()ck and from the bcginrfirlg of trailing-edg(.'

separation."9

Figures 7((:) and (d) presenl a detailed compari-

son of two windup-turn time histories at Moo _ 0.85

showing pressure traces fi)r all four mdling-edgc ori-

fices and their associated traces of angles of attack and

wingtip accelometers for 8Lr/'r_.; = 0/2 and 5/10. In

attached flow at the trailing edge, the flow should re.-

cover to the free-stream stall( pressure, hut a decreas-

ing pressure indicates nonrecovery to fro.c-stream st atic

pressure arm separated flow at the trailing edge. In

Fig. 7(c) ['or 6I, I,;/TE = 0/2 the trailing-edge traces are

smooth until approximately 9.0 ° angle of attack. Bc-

yond this angle of attack, thr(:e of the four pressures

(r/= 0.76, 0.59, and 0.40) break loward lower pressure

values producing an indication of trailing-edge sepa-

ration. The wingtip aeeeleronwler trace, anw.,., also

closely correlate.s with Ill(,. trailing-edge pressures, both

fluctuating (time > 60 scc) with small changes in angle

of attack. For 8L_C/T L = 5/I(I (Fig. 7(d)), the two mid-

wing trailing-edge pressures (r] = 0.76 and 0.59) have

a [)rOllOlln(:(:(t break to a lower pressure near (_ = 8.0 °.

As the windup turn continues (time >100 see), the

aircraft begins to lose altitude rapidly t)e(;ausc of the

higher drag from the larger Ilap setlings (the altitude

trace is not shown). This results in the higher pres-

sures observed for all four trailing-edge pressures. The

O_w. r tra('e indicates an increase(t level of activity (see

l:ig. 7((t)) compared with the 6Ll.;/rrt.: = 0/2 case over

lhe (;nlirc windu t) turn. This residual buffet "buzz"

has been shown to be associated with the larger flap

settings. 9 Also appearing (for time > 110 sec) in the

anw.r trace an(t the trailing-edge pressure traces of rows

rI = 0.93 and 0A0 arc flucuations that are a function

of the variations in angle of attack.

Wingtip Twist Effects

The incremental change in wingtip twist caused by

load (wingtip delta twist) was calculated as the dif-

ference between the changes in deflections of the for-

ward and aft wingtip targets. This wingtip delta twist

is the incremental twist caused by load, not the total

twist. The wingtip delta twist, in degrees, is shown

in Fig. 8(a) as a function of free-stream dynamic pres-

sure tbr three camber settings at ,_'/_ = 0.85. The

trailing-edge-up twist is negative. The close agreement

between tile data for 6z.z.:/rz = 0/2 and 10/2 show

that the etfccl of leading-edge camber on wingtip twist

is insignificant compared to that of trailing-edge cam-

ber. The I'IA';XSTAB predictions reported in ReE 30

show the same trend. Only one data point was avail-

able for 6rE�7"/.: = 5/10 at qoo _ 600 lb/ft 2. The verti-

cal spread in lhe groups of measure.d wingtip twists is

caused by tile variation in aircraft angle of attack. For a

given dynamic pressure and Maeh number, an increase

in angle o[" ',ttta(:k (:auses a corresponding increase in

loa(t factor, which in turn directly affects the wingtip

delta twist. Thus, increasing aircraft angle of attack

causes more negative wirlgtip twist, which is also re-

ferred to as "washout". The resulting local angle of at-

tack that the wingtip experiences is therefore less than

the aircraft ankle of attack for a positive normal accel-

eration maneuver. This wingtip washout may explain

wily tile wingtip pressure traces (r! = 0.93) in Figs.

7((:) and (d) dilfer in the separation indicated. In Fig.

7(c) a washout of t.5 ° or larger could delay separation

enough to show little, if any, effect. But in Fig. 7(d)

the 10 ° trailing-edge flap plus the angle of attack of

the windup turn would be large enough to overcome

any washout indicated in Fig. 8(a) for 'SLE/'rE = 5/10.

Thus, the wingtip pressure trace indicates trailing-edge

separation.

Figures 8(b) and (c) compare wing surface pressure

protiles at two span locations (r / = 0.93 and 0.76) at

Moo = 0.85, ¢_7" = 8.0 °, 6L/.:/'rZ.: = 0/2, and qoo

300 and 600 Ib/ft 2. In the tigures, the wingtip twist

eff(.wts, if any, are minimal at the inboard row location

while the outboard row shows only a small difference in

the wingtip delta twist for the two dynamic pressures.

The wingtip delta twist is only 0.5 ° for 6cN/r/_ = 0/2,

which would suggest that large efl'ects would not be

anticipated for the two dynamic pressures investigated.

Buffet Intensity

Figure 9 presents the normal-force and buffet in-

tensity characteristics for the baseline configuration,



6L_.:/T_.:= 0/2, andfor the ¢SL_.:/Wl.: = 5/1(/ config-

uration. The 5L_.:/.r_.: = 5/10 configuration is re-

garded as one of the betler fixed-flap configurations

for transonic maneuvering. 31 The normal-force curves

for the h'LE/Tt g = 0/2 and 5/10 configurations have

breaks that irnply the presence of significant areas of

flow separation on the wing. These breaks occur at a

CNa _ 0.80 arm a = 9.5 ° for the 5L,.;/.ri c = 0/2 config-

uration (Fig. 9(a)), and at a CXA m 1.00 arm a _ 10.3 °

for the (SLE/T E = 5/10 configuration (Fig. 9(b)). The

difference in tim CNA values at the normal-force break

(approximately 0.20 CNA ) indicates the inlluence of the

wing trailing-edge deflection on the coefficient data.

The bufE't intensity data (Cxa as a tunction of

cr,,,w.r) indicate slightly lower BII{ value.s in terms of

CNA than tile normal-force-break data. Similar im-

provernents in the BIR and the intensity characteris-

tics are shown for the 5Li.:/-rl c = 5/10 configuration,

with respect to the normal-force curves, l lowew.'r, for

the 61.tV/'l'lC = 5/10 configuration and h)w C;x'a values,

the intensity data (a_nw.r) indicate a large offset when

compared with the rSl, l.-/T F = 0/2 (tata. This otNet in-

dicates a low-level sc'paralion occurring be.fore the BII{

with a maximum wdue of a_nw., _ 0.25. A similiar

comparison for the 6Ll.:/7.t.: = (I/2 contiguration indi-

cates a a,,_WT _ 0.06. The offsets are pointed out in

Fig. 9.

Summary of Pressure and Buffet

Characteristics

In Fig. 10, the pressure and buffet characteristics

for Moo = 0.85 arid qoo m 300 Ib/l'l _ are presented

for 6LJ':/TI': = 0/2. The upper and lower surface pros-

sure profiles fl)r z/ = 0.76 are given in Fig. 10(a) for

(_7" = 5.0°, 6.0°, 8.0°, and 12.0 °. The pressure coelli-

cient on the wing upper surface at x/c = 0.96 ((-"p're:)

:is a function of (i7- is also shown. In Fig. l(}(b), the

boundary-layer w:loeity proliles for r/ = 0.76 and z/c =

0.96 are shown for a'r from 5.2 ° to 8.7 ° . The airplane

norrnal-force coc.flicient and bulh.'t intensity are given

in l,'ig. 10(c). The pressure profiles show the expected

rearward movemertt of the aft shock location over a

supercritical airtbil as a7" incre_mes to 8.(I ° . The Cp

for (x'r = 8.0 ° shows a well-developed supercritical dis-

tribution. The pressure protiles indicate that separa-

tion at the trailing edge occurs between _T = 8-0° and

12.0 °. Prom the break in the curve for 6'm.,.:, separation

is seen to occur for c_./. _ 8.6 °. The velocity profiles R_r

(*T _< 8.0 ° show larger losses as aw increases from 5.2 °

to 8.(F. l:or (_'r = 8.6 ° and 8.7 °, the velocity profiles

show incipient separation lbr the flow at the trailing

edge. The bufh.'t data, by the break in the CNa and

the BII_. point, also show that separation occurs for

a7" _ 8.6 °. For c*,r < 8.6 °, the buffet data, as well as

the pressure and velocity profiles, indicate that the flow

is attached and well-behaved. For a'r > 8.6 °, the buf-

fet data, as well as the pressure and velocity profiles,

indicate the flow is separated.

In Fig. 10(d), information pertinent to the data in

Figs. 10(a), (b), and (c) are. presented as a function of

aT. The Cr,.,.,.: and CxA curves are repeated, and anwT

is now shown as a timction of aT. The curves for aft

shock position in percent of z/c and the ratio of local

velocity to edge vek)city (U/U_) values for Y = 2 in. are

also shown. All of the pressure data are for 77 = 0.76.

The shaded band at approximately a = 8.5 ° indicates

the region of incipient separation. Good agreement was

found between all the data sources (trailing-edge pres-

sure, aft shock location, boundary-layer velocity ratio,

normal-force coellicient, and the rms of the buffet).

In Fig. 11, the pressure and buffet characteristics for

M,o = 0.85 and qoo _ 30(1 lb/ft _ are presented for

6LE/T E = 5/10. The upper and lower surface pressure

profiles (Fig. I l(a)) are again for aT = 5.0 °, 6.0 °, 8.0 °,

and 10.(I °. lh)undary-layer data were not obtained for

Moo = 0.85. t[owever, the boundary-layer data ob-

tained for Moo = 0.80 showed separated flow at the

trailing edge for all angles of attack studied (aT = 4.0 °

to 8.0). Because trailing-edge flow separation occurs at

lower angles of attack as Math number increases, the

flow at the trailing edge for Moo = 0.85 would also be

separated. Figure l l(b) shows Cp.r_ ., as a function of

cxT and Fig. 11 (e) shows the buffet characteristics. The

presstare profiles show the expected rearward movement

of aft, shock location as aT increases from 5.0 ° to 8.0 °.

tlowevcr, unlike the 6LE/'rj.: = 0/2 profiles, the aT =

5.0 ° and 6.0 ° profiles have a secondary velocity peak

at z/c _ 0.75. tq>r a-v = 10.0 °, the forward movement

of the aft trailing shock indicates thal, the flow charac-

teristics ow'.r the wing have changed, and there is the

possibility that the wing h_ks separated flow. None of

the pressure profiles have a recovery to Cp = 0 at the

trailing edge, which supports the trailing-edge separa-

tion indicated by the boundary-layer data. The Cp.,.,:

curve tbr aT = 4.(1 ° to 10.0 ° does not have the well-

defined break of tile 6l.F/7",.: = 0/2 data, and therefore

cannot be easily used to obtain the angle of attack for

wing separation. The less negative values occurring at

approximately (_T = 7.(1° are a result of the secondary

shock. I,'rorn the buffet intensity data in Fig. 11 (c), the

Bill. occurs for (i7" m 9.6 °, which supports the possible

wing separation observed tbr the aT _ 10.0 ° pressure

protile. The offset in the ]:mffet intensity data and the

low level of "buzz" seen in the anwr time history in

Fig. 7(d) support the trailing-edge tlow separation ob-

served for the pressure data. it is apparent from these

figures that the global (bufh.'t data) and the local data

(wing pressure data) do not have the clear-cut interre-

lationship observed tbr the (S L k2 /-1-1. 2 = (//2 data.



Figure l l(d) presents information similar to that

shown in Fig. 10(d), except that the pressure-derived

section normal-force coefficient (c,_) for r/ = 0.76 is

shown instead of the boundary-layer velocity ratios.
All of the pressure data are for r/ = 0.76. All of the

curves derived from the pressure data (trailing-edge

pressure, aft shock location, and section c,_) indicate
changes in the flow at approximately aT = 7.0 °. None
of these curves have a definite break that would indi-

cate an extensive, region of wing flow separation. The

section cT, curvc indicates that the wing is still perform-
ing well as aT increases from 7.0 ° to 10.0 °, and that

an extensive region of wing flow separation rnay occur
for aT > 10.0 °. This agrees with the buffet data. The

shaded band at approximately a = 10.0 ° indicates the

region where extensive separation begins.

For the well-behaved flow of the 6LE/T_.: = 0/2 cam-
ber, which is a typical cruise camber shape, the lo-

cal and global data are in excellent agreement with

respect to the flow properties of the wing. This excel-

lent agreement is not observed for the 6LF./T_ = 5/10
camber, which is a maneuvering camber shape. For

the 5cz/wt.: = 5/10 camber, the local and global data
have similar trends and conclusions but not the clear-

cut agreement for the breakpoint as ol)served for the

6L_:/T_ = 0/2 camber. A possible reason that the lo-
cal arm global breakpoints are not aligned is because

of the presence of a secondary velocity peak observed

for aT = 5.0 ° and 6.0 ° in Fig. 1 l(a), and for aT" = 8.0 °
and 10.0 ° in Fig. 6.

Concluding Remarks

Selected results ['torn the wing surface and boundary-
layer pressures, flight deflection measurement system

(FDMS) and buffet studies for the advanced fighter

technology integration (AFTI)/F-111 mission adaptive

wing (MAW) Program were presented and discussed

with respect to each other. The discussions mainly
concerned data tbr a Math number of 0.85, and leading-

and trailing-edge camber deflections of (6LI-/TtC) = 0/2

and 5/10.

From a flight test perst_ective , providing the techni-

cal tools to describe the advantages of a supercritical

wing for different cambers is very challenging. This

paper describes the ditt'erent aerodynamic technologies

studied on the airplane, and their relationship with
each other.

The pressure profiles had the distribution typical of

a supercritical airfoil tbr the 51.1c/7.1.: = 0/2 and 5/10
cambers investigated in this paper. The midspan pres-

sure profiles lk)r both cambers illustrated the nearly
corlstan! upper surface pressure coellicicnt plateaus ex-

pected for supercritical wings. The analysis, in terms

of pressure profiles wiih respect to atlgle of attack and

shock position, is correlated with the initial separation

provided by the buffet analysis and the boundary-layer

velocity profiles. The wingtip twist measurements pro-

vided an insight into how dynamic pressures for pos-

itive normal accelerations affect the wingtip pressure
profiles.

For the well-behaved flow of the 5CE/T z = 0/2 cam-
ber, which is a typical cruise camber shape, the local

and global data are in good agreement with respect to

the flow properties of the wing. This good agreement is

not observed for the _SCF_/TE = 5/10 camber, which is

a maneuvering camber shape. For the 5LE/TE = 5/10
camber, the local and global data have similar trends
and conclusions.
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(a) Airplane in flight.Chordwise dark areas on the rightwing indicatethe four semispan locationsof pressure
orifices.

Fig. 1 AFTI/F-111 MAW airplane and wing shape.
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(b) The MAW smooth variable-camber flap shape.

Fig. 1 Concluded.
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Semispan locations of surface pressure orifices, boundary-layer rake, pressure instrumentation, and wingtip(a)
accelerometers for the right wing.

Fig. 2 Experiment locations and description.
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Fig. 2 Concluded.
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Fig. 3 Time history of typical windup-turn maneuver used to obtain wing pressure FDMS and boundary-layer

data; M_ _ 0.85, qoo _ 300 lb/ft _, and (_LE/TE = 0/2.
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Fig. 4 Time history of typical windup-turn maneuver used to obtain butler data; Moo _ 0.85, qoo _ 300 Ib/ft 2,

and ¢SLE/T_ = 0/2.
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(b) \Virldup-turrl tJme history o1 s(;luct, cd (:llordwisc prc._surcs showh_g movement ot" shock lo(:ation; "_/_-,o_ 0.85,

(_I,t';/TI'; = 0/2, _zrl(i 1/ = 0.76.

Fig. 7 Continued.
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(c) Time history of trailing-edge wing pressures (x/c = 0.96) and wingtip accelerometers as angle of attack
in(:rease, s; Moo _ 0.85 arm ?51,zc/ 7"1,:= 0/2.

Fig. 7 Continued.
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Tim(,' history of trailing-edge wing pressures (x/c = 0.96) and wingtip accelerometers as angle of attack

Fig. 7 Concluded.
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(b) _LE/TE _- 0/2, 1"] = 0.93, aT _--- 8.0 °.
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(C) 6LE/T E -_ 0/2, r] = 0.76, aT = 8.0 °.

Fig. 8 Concluded.
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(b) _LL,_/TE = 5/10.

l"ig. 9 Variation of airplane and rl_rrru:d-force coeliicient, with angle of at;tack and buffet intensity for Mo_ = 0.85
arm b/./.:/'rl_ = 0/2 and 5/10.
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(a) Pressure profiles for several angles of attack, r) =
0.76 (see inset for trailing-edge pressures). Solid sym-
bols are lower surface Cp.
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(b) Boundary-layer profiles for several angles of attack
at x/c = 0.96 and 77= 0.76.
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(c) Variation of airplane normal-force coefficient characteristics with angle of attack and buffet intensity.

Fig. 10 The angle-of-attack relationship between pressure coefficients, boundary-layer profiles, and buffet charac-
teristics for Moo = 0.85, qoo _ 300 lb/ft 2, and _LE/TE = 0/2.
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(a) Pressure profiles for several angles of attack, rl =
0.76. Solid symbols are lower surface Cp.
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(b) Variation of upper surface pressure coefficients
with angle of attack at z/c = 0.96 and r/= 0.76.
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(c) Variation of airplane normal-force coefficient characteristics with angle of attack and buffet intensity.

Fig. 11 The angle-of-attack relationship between pre_ure coelticients and buffet characteristics for Moo = 0.85,

qoo _ 300 lb/ft 2, and _SLt.:/'rr.:= 5/10. Boundary-layer profiles not shown because ltow was separated.
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